TRIM28 Controls a Gene Regulatory Network Based on Endogenous Retroviruses in Human Neural Progenitor Cells

Highlights
- Stage- and region-specific expression of ERVs during human brain development
- TRIM28 binds to ERVs and induces heterochromatin in human neural progenitor cells
- Knockdown of TRIM28 in hNPCs results in the upregulation of ERV expression
- Protein-coding genes located near upregulated ERVs are upregulated

In Brief
Brattás et al. report that endogenous retroviruses are bound by TRIM28 in human neural progenitor cells. This results in the establishment of local heterochromatin that affects nearby gene expression, suggesting a role for endogenous retroviruses in the control of transcriptional networks in the developing human brain.
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SUMMARY

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs), which make up 8% of the human genome, have been proposed to participate in the control of gene regulatory networks. In this study, we find a region- and developmental stage-specific expression pattern of ERVs in the developing human brain, which is linked to a transcriptional network based on ERVs. We demonstrate that almost 10,000, primarily primate-specific, ERVs act as docking platforms for the co-repressor protein TRIM28 in human neural progenitor cells, which results in the establishment of local heterochromatin. Thereby, TRIM28 represses ERVs and consequently regulates the expression of neighboring genes. These results uncover a gene regulatory network based on ERVs that participates in control of gene expression of protein-coding transcripts important for brain development.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of human brain development differs markedly from other mammals and is thought to be important for the emergence of higher cognitive functions. However, the precise genetic changes, as well as the existence of human-specific gene regulatory networks underlying the evolution of the human brain, remain poorly explored (Vallender et al., 2008). Most of our knowledge about human brain development is restricted to evolutionarily conserved developmental pathways, whereas much less is known about primate- and human-specific developmental mechanisms. Identification of further mechanisms that regulate human brain development is important for our understanding of the human brain and may also provide additional links to the biology of human brain disorders.

Several recent studies suggest that transposable elements (TEs), which make up more than one-half of the human DNA, have the capacity to establish primate-specific gene regulatory networks. TEs are mobile genetic sequences with potential to alter the genetic landscape and to influence gene expression from their integration sites in the host genome by providing various cis-regulatory elements including promoters, repressors, enhancers, and insulators. It is becoming increasingly clear that TEs are adapted to influence gene expression through their regulatory sequences and that they play important roles in controlling and fine-tuning host gene networks (Cowley and Oakey, 2013).

About 8% of the human genome is composed of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs). These sequences are derived from retroviruses that have invaded vertebrate hosts for millions of years leaving traces as inherited ERVs through germline infection and subsequent transposition (Stoye, 2012). Several studies have found that ERV transcription is tightly controlled at multiple levels in early human development and human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), including positive regulation by a unique combination of transcription factors (Bourque et al., 2008; Santoni et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). There are also several repressive transcriptional regulators that silence ERV transcription through the formation of heterochromatin (Rowe and Trono, 2011). In addition, certain ERVs act as long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in hPSCs, are expressed in a cell-type-specific manner in the two-, four-, eight-cell, and blastocyst stage, and expression of certain ERVs can be used to identify naive-like hPSCs populations (Göke et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). These studies demonstrate the existence of a dynamic and cell-type-specific transcriptional control of ERVs during early development and indicate that these elements play a critical role in this process.

Because the ERV repertoire is highly divergent across host species (Hayward et al., 2013, 2015), it is possible that ERVs contribute to species-specific regulatory networks. ERVs have colonized mammalian genomes during at least 100 million years with an apparent peak of insertions around 35–45 million years ago, at the time of the split between Old and New World...
Figure 1. Stage- and Region-Specific Expression of ERVs in the Developing Human Brain
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(B) Fraction of RNA-seq reads mapping to ERVs out of all reads mapping to the genome.
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monkeys (Bannert and Kurth, 2006). This invasion results in a largely primate-specific makeup of ERVs in the human genome, and it is therefore tempting to speculate that ERVs have participated in the evolution of primates and humans, including the emergence of the complex human brain development. In addition, several studies have found aberrant transcriptional activation of ERVs in a number of neurological disorders (e.g., amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [ALS], schizophrenia, and bipolar disorders) that are thought to be, in part, the result of neurodevelopmental alterations (Christensen, 2016). It is possible that ERVs serve important roles as regulatory elements in brain development controlling gene networks that become dysregulated in diseases. These roles are, however, poorly explored both in terms of normal brain development and disease states.

In this study, we find a region- and developmental stage-specific expression pattern of ERVs in the developing human embryonic CNS, which is linked to a gene regulatory network involving ERVs. We demonstrate that several thousand ERVs, many that are primate specific, act as docking platforms for the epigenetic co-repressor protein TRIM28, which results in the establishment of local heterochromatin around these ERVs. This repressive transcriptional network modulates expression of protein-coding transcripts important for brain development, thereby providing an additional layer of transcriptional regulation.

RESULTS

Stage-Specific ERV Expression in Human Brain Development

To investigate ERV expression patterns in human brain development, we sub-dissected and sampled sections from different rostral-caudal levels of the developing CNS from human embryos at developmental stages spanning from onset of neurogenesis to trocaudal levels of the developing CNS from human embryos at differentiation and sampled sections from different rostral-caudal levels of the developing CNS from human embryos at developmental stages spanning from onset of neurogenesis to peak production of neurons (Figure 1A and Table S1). We included 19 samples from ten embryos in a poly(A)-selected RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) transcriptome analysis. The resulting 1,164,889,003 sequence reads were mapped to the human genome and reads for all of the approximately 750,000 ERV elements identified by RepeatMasker (class “LTR”) were quantified.

We calculated the relative abundance of ERV elements identified by RepeatMasker (class “LTR”) and found that ERV transcripts comprised 1.0%–1.5% of total mapped reads in all samples (Figure 1B). ERVs overlapping annotated proteincoding exons were excluded from the analysis. This fraction is slightly higher than in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and cultured human neural progenitor cells (hNPCs) and in the same range as previously described in early human development (Göke et al., 2015). Similarly, we found that other classes of TEs, such as LINE-1, Alu, and SVA elements, were also highly expressed in the embryonic brain samples (Figure S1A).

We could verify that many different ERV loci were expressed (25,733 showing more than five reads/element in at least one sample) and demonstrated a dynamic expression across samples (Figure 1C). To further investigate whether ERV expression is specific to developmental stage or region, we performed a principal-component analysis (PCA). Remarkably, we found that the two first principal components clearly separated both developmental stage and region (Figure 1D). By including ventral midbrain samples derived from embryos of different gestational stages, we performed a detailed time course analysis confirming a stage-dependent expression. We also analyzed several closely located structures in the same embryo, such as hindbrain and spinal cord (gestational age: 10.5 weeks) as well as cortex, ganglionic eminence, and diencephalon (gestational age: 9 weeks). The PCA demonstrated that samples from closely located structures derived from the same individual display a region-specific ERV expression (Figure 1D). It is worth noting that the PC1 component, which contains 78.8% variance, provides a good distinction between samples and corresponds to the level of ongoing neurogenesis: on one end, samples with a large proportion of post-mitotic neurons (samples from 10.5-week-old embryos) and, on the other end, samples with a large proportion of expanding neural progenitors (cortex from a 9-week-old embryo). This demonstrates a dynamic ERV expression during neurogenesis when progenitors differentiate into neurons. A similar pattern was also observed when performing a cluster analysis including SINE, LINE, and SVA, revealing a highly region- and stage-specific expression of all main groups of TEs in the embryonic brain (Figures S1B and S1C).

When we analyzed ERV expression in detail, we found distinct differences between pluripotent hESCs, which correspond to a developmental stage before germline commitment, and samples obtained from human embryonic brain. We observed that, although the majority of reads in neural cells originate from non-internal ERV fragments, hESCs transcribe a large number of internal ERV fragments (“-int” or “-I” annotation in Repbase) (Figure 1E), indicating that more complete ERV loci are primarily expressed in hESC, whereas long terminal repeat (LTR) fragments dominate in embryonic brain samples. We therefore used the RetroTector software (Sperber et al., 2007) to identify ERVs with relatively complete structure, and found 3,841 full-length ERVs (FL-ERVs) in the reference human genome (GRCh38; Table S2). Interestingly, the expression of these FL-ERV loci was dramatically higher in hESC than in samples from the developing human brain (Figure 1F). Because the majority of ERVs expressed during human brain development were incomplete fragments, these loci may primarily be passively expressed due to their position in a transcriptionally active genomic region. Indeed, we found several truncated ERV fragments, with

(D) PCA using the 500 ERVs with the largest variance in the embryonic samples shows region- and stage-specific expression of ERVs.
(E) Fraction of reads mapping to internal versus non-internal ERV fragments out of all reads mapping to the genome.
(F) Fraction of reads mapping to FL-ERVs out of all reads mapping to the genome.
(G) Read coverage at clusters of ERVs with highly region- and stage-specific expression patterns. LTR track: RepeatMasker class LTR. vMB, ventral midbrain; vHB, ventral hindbrain; vDien, ventral diencephalon; CTX, cortex; GE, ganglionic eminences; SC, spinal cord. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
high and region-specific expression that were parts of longer endogenous transcripts (Figure 1G).

Together, these data demonstrate a high-level and dynamic expression of ERVs during human brain development, which is controlled independently from protein-coding genes at different developmental stages. The data also demonstrate that the transcriptional control of ERVs in the developing brain is markedly different when compared to pluripotent stem cells resulting in the expression of primarily ERV fragments in the human embryonic CNS. This suggests the existence of a dynamic transcriptional repressor system with the capacity to induce local heterochromatin on and around ERVs at different stages during human brain development.

**TRIM28 and KRAB-ZFPs Are Highly Expressed during Human Brain Development**

KRAB-zinc finger proteins (KRAB-ZFPs), a family of transcription factors that has undergone a rapid expansion in mammalian genomes in parallel with the expansion of ERVs (Thomas and Schneider, 2011), and their associated epigenetic co-repressor protein TRIM28 (also known as KAP1 or TIF1B) represent a candidate repressor system, which previously has been implicated in the silencing of ERV expression in hPSCs and during early development (Rowe et al., 2010; Turelli et al., 2014). KRAB-ZFPs recognize DNA sequences through zinc finger domains and recruit TRIM28 through the KRAB domain (Wolf and Goff, 2009). The role of this transcriptional repressor system in human brain development has not been investigated previously.

Immunohistochemistry on sectioned human embryonic tissue confirmed high expression of TRIM28 throughout the developing human brain and in cultured hNPCs (Figures 2A and 2B). RNA-seq reads from human embryonic tissue showed that most KRAB-ZFPs were expressed during human brain development, and many of these showed a region- and stage-dependent expression profile (Figure 2C). Thus, differences in KRAB-ZFP expression pattern and repression patterns of different ERVs in various cell types during brain development could explain the dynamic expression of ERVs during human brain development.

**TRIM28 BINDS DIRECTLY TO ERVS IN hNPCs**

The recruitment of TRIM28 to ERVs by KRAB-ZFPs results in the formation of local heterochromatin characterized by the presence of the repressive histone mark H3K9me3 that can spread into adjacent DNA (Groner et al., 2010). To investigate whether TRIM28 directly controls ERVs in hNPCs, we therefore performed chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) for TRIM28 and H3K9me3. The hNPCs used for this experiment were homogeneous cultures of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPS)-derived neuroepithelial-like stem cells, which can be extensively expanded as homogeneous progenitor cell cultures and also differentiated to homogeneous neuronal cultures, with a high amount (90%) of neurons (Falk et al., 2012). These cells are positive for NPC markers, and negative for pluripotency markers (Figures S2A–S2H). We found high expression of ERV fragments in hNPCs (Figures 1E and 1F), at similar levels as the embryonic brain. hNPCs also displayed dynamic expression of both ERVs and KRAB-ZFPs during neuronal differentiation, making them a suitable culture model to study the role of TRIM28 in human brain development (Figures S2I and S2J).

The ChIP-seq analysis identified more than 23,000 genomic regions that were co-occupied by TRIM28 and H3K9me3 in hNPCs (Figure 2D). Remarkably, over 85% of the TRIM28-H3K9me3 peaks were located in TEs, with a highly significant enrichment in ERV and SVA binding (Figure 2E). Using Repbase annotations, we also identified multiple ERV superfamilies and subfamilies that were significantly enriched for TRIM28-H3K9me3 binding (Figures 2F and 2G).

We analyzed TRIM28 binding of the FL-ERVs (mapped with RetroTector; Table S2) and found that 482 out of 3,841 were co-bound by TRIM28 and H3K9me3. We performed a phylogenetic analysis (as described in Hayward et al., 2013, 2015) based on the 778 FL-ERVs with sufficient sequence information for the analysis, of which 98 were co-bound by TRIM28 and H3K9me3, to investigate whether sequence relationship of FL-ERVs influence TRIM28 binding, and found that TRIM28 binds and induces heterochromatin at FL-ERVs of several distinct ERV-lineages (Figure 2H). Taken together, these data show that TRIM28 binds many different types of ERV elements in hNPCs, including full-length elements as well as short fragments, and indicates that many KRAB-ZFPs participate in this network.

To investigate whether TRIM28 binding is related to the evolutionary age of ERVs, we estimated the age of the FL-ERVs, by computing sequence divergence between 5′- and 3′-LTRs, because LTRs are identical at the time of integration into the host DNA and accumulate neutral mutations at a rate of about 0.2% per million year (Hardison et al., 2003). Interestingly, we found that the majority of FL-ERVs co-bound by TRIM28 and H3K9me3 are around 35–55 million years old. This corresponds...
to the time of the split between New World and Old World monkeys (33–57 mya) and the divergence of hominoids from the Old World monkeys (30–45 mya) (Figure 2I) (Bannert and Kurth, 2006). To complement this analysis, we also estimated ages by calculating divergence from consensus sequence in Repbase and found a similar age distribution of co-bound ERV elements (Figure 2J). We also found a similar enrichment of TRIM28-H3K9me3 binding to of primate-specific LINE-1 and SVA subfamilies (Figures S3A and S3B). Together, these results demonstrate that TRIM28 binds and induces heterochromatin at a diverse set of primarily primate-specific ERVs and other TEs in hNPCs.

Loss of TRIM28 in hNPCs Results in ERV Transcriptional Activation
To assess the functional role of TRIM28, we performed knock-down (KD) experiments in hNPCs using a small hairpin RNA (shRNA) lentiviral vector (Figures 3A and S4). TRIM28-KD resulted in efficient loss of TRIM28 at both the RNA and protein level (Figures 3B and 3C). RNA-seq of TRIM28-KD and control NPCs identified significantly increased expression of 411 ERVs following TRIM28-KD, whereas only 72 ERVs showed decreased expression (Benjamini-Hochberg BH-corrected p value < 0.05), demonstrating that TRIM28 represses the expression of multiple ERVs in hNPCs (Figure 3D).

In many cases, TRIM28-H3K9me3-co-bound ERVs caused upregulation of adjacent ERVs (Figure 3E, left panel). In addition, we found that activation of some ERVs resulted in the formation of IncRNAs, extending up to 100 kb into the adjacent genomic sequence (Figure 3E, right panel). Interestingly, a relatively small fraction (~11%) of all upregulated ERVs were directly co-bound by TRIM28-H3K9me3 (Figure 3F), and less than 1% (47/9,540) of all TRIM28-H3K9me3-bound ERVs were upregulated. However, almost all upregulated ERVs were either covered by or close to H3K9me3 and more than 81% (335/411) were localized within 50 kb of a H3K9me3-TRIM28 peak, of which most were bound to other ERVs or TEs (Figures 3G and 3H). In summary, these data show that loss of TRIM28 binding results in transcriptional activation of a few directly bound ERVs as well many other ERVs located in close vicinity to TRIM28-bound ERVs.

In addition to ERVs, we found that several other classes of TEs, including many LINE-1 elements, were upregulated following TRIM28-KD (Figure S3C). Also in this case, the majority of upregulated LINE-1 elements were not always directly bound by TRIM28 but were often in close vicinity to an H3K9me3-TRIM28-bound TE (Figure S3D).

We validated these results by performing a complete replication experiment, including RNA-seq analysis, using an additional hNPCs cell line, which was derived from human embryonic brain tissue. We found similar results when performing TRIM28-KD in this hNPC line including upregulation of mostly the same ERV loci (Figures S3E and S3F). Together, these data suggest that TRIM28-bound TEs form a localized heterochromatin region characterized by silencing of nearby transcription.

Transcriptional Activation of ERVs Is Coupled with Increased Expression of Protein-Coding Genes
We next investigated whether TRIM28 binding to ERVs also influences the expression of nearby protein-coding genes. Remarkably, we found that out of 163 protein-coding genes located within 50 kb of an upregulated ERV, 93 were also upregulated whereas only 6 genes were downregulated (BH-corrected p value < 0.05) (Figures 4A and 4B). In addition, we found that 22 of 31 genes within 50 kb from upregulated ERVs that were also co-bound by TRIM28-H3K9me3 were significantly upregulated, whereas only one gene was downregulated. These changes were significantly different from genes located near non-affected ERVs after TRIM28-KD (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figure 4C). It is worth noting that the transcriptional impact of ERV elements on nearby genes was rather modest, with on average a 2-fold change in expression level (Figure 4D), suggesting that this network fine-tunes gene expression rather than strictly switching genes on or off. There was no clear sense versus anti-sense or upstream versus downstream bias of the ERVs relative to the genes (Figure 4D), suggesting that the transcriptional activation is primarily caused by the removal of repressive epigenetic marks and not by the ERV acting as an alternative promoter.

Together, these data demonstrate a striking and highly significant correlation between the expression of TRIM28-controlled ERV elements and almost 100 nearby protein-coding genes (Table S3). Some of these genes are likely to have an important role during brain development such as BMP3 (Figure 4E), which is a conserved morphogen that may play a role in brain development (Yamashita et al., 2016). BMP3 has three TRIM28-bound ERV-MaLR elements (THE1C, THE1, and THEB) located just upstream of the open reading frame (Figure 4E). We also found that transcriptional regulators, such as TRIM24, and genes related to apoptosis, such as STK17B (Figure 4E), are under the control of the TRIM28-ERV network. We confirmed that the same set of genes was upregulated in an additional hNPC line derived from embryonic brain tissue and also confirmed the upregulation of BMP3 and STK17B with qRT-PCR (Figure 4F). Together, these data support that an ERV-based network influences the expression level of genes with important regulatory functions during human brain development.

Knockdown of TRIM28 is likely to cause effects on the transcriptome that is unrelated to ERVs, and a key question is therefore the functional relevance of the TRIM28-ERV network. We confirmed the broad influence of TRIM28-controlled ERVs on adjacent gene expression, as our global assessment of upregulated mRNAs after TRIM28-KD (n = 3466, BH-corrected p value < 0.05) showed that about one-half of these loci were close to a TRIM28-H3K9me3 peak, frequently associated with TE binding (Figure 4G). It is noteworthy that gene ontology analysis showed that downregulated genes are primarily associated with neuronal development and differentiation, whereas upregulated genes are related to other developmental fates, thereby linking TRIM28 to transcriptional control of neurodevelopmental gene programs (Figure 4H). Together, these data suggest that ERV-based repression mediates significant changes in gene expression that influence transcriptional programs related to brain development.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrate that TRIM28 binds to ERVs in hNPCs and mediates local heterochromatin that spreads in...
the vicinity of the surrounding genome. De-repression of this network results in transcriptional activation of nearby ERVs and other TEs as well as protein-coding genes and lncRNAs. This ERV-based gene regulatory network provides an additional layer of transcriptional control in hNPCs.

TRIM28 and KRAB-ZFPs have previously been described as a defense system against the invasion of mobile genetic elements, suggesting that TRIM28/KRAB-ZFPs establish silencing of ERVs during early development, which then is replaced by stable silencing of ERVs in somatic tissues characterized by DNA methylation.

Figure 3. Knockdown of TRIM28 in hNPCs Results in Upregulation of ERV Expression
(A) Schematics of TRIM28-KD strategy.
(B) Immunocytochemistry demonstrates the loss of TRIM28 upon TRIM28-KD.
(C) qRT-PCR analysis demonstrates the loss of TRIM28 upon TRIM28-KD, displayed as mean with error bars representing SEM; unpaired Student’s t test, p < 0.0001.
(D) A total of 411 ERV elements was significantly upregulated upon TRIM28-KD. Red points represent ERVs with BH-corrected p value < 0.05. Fold change: log2 of KD/CTR.
(E) Read coverage of upregulated ERVs co-bound by TRIM28-H3K9me3, as well as nearby ERVs. FL-ERV track, RetroTector; LTR, RepeatMasker; ChIP, intervals of TRIM28 and H3K9me3 peaks.
(F) Eleven percent of all upregulated ERVs were co-bound by TRIM28-H3K9me3.
(G) Upregulated ERVs were close to a H3K9me3-peak (green) or a TRIM28-H3K9me3 (purple) co-peak. A 3-kb window was used to calculate the frequencies.
(H) Cumulative frequencies of distance from upregulated ERVs to the closest peaks in the different categories. Dotted lines show distance from a random selection of stable ERVs (p value > 0.9, n = 411). Scale bars represent 10 μm in (A), (B), and insets. See also Figures S3 and S4.
**Figure 4. TRIM28-Bound ERVs Control the Expression Level of Nearby Protein-Coding Genes**

(A) The majority of protein-coding genes with transcription start site (TSS) within 50 kb from an upregulated ERV (red) and an upregulated TRIM28-H3K9me3-bound ERV (orange) was significantly upregulated (BH-corrected p value < 0.05). The grey dots represent all mRNA. The x axis shows mean expression in control and TRIM28-KD samples combined.

(B) The pie charts visualize how many protein-coding genes with TSS within 50 kb from an upregulated ERV (red) and an upregulated TRIM28-H3K9me3-bound ERV (orange), that are stable, up- or downregulated upon TRIM28-KD. The grey pie chart to the right represents expression of all mRNAs upon TRIM28-KD.

(C) The fold changes of protein-coding genes close (<50 kb) to upregulated ERVs were significantly higher than fold changes of genes close to stable ERVs (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum test, using log 2-transformed fold changes). Boxes represent first to third quartiles. Whiskers represent 1.5*interquartile range.

(D) Plotting upstream/downstream or sense/antisense orientation of upregulated ERVs relative to TSS of the nearby upregulated genes reveals no preferences.

(E) Read coverage plots of BMP3 and STK17B and associated ERVs; mRNA track, RefSeq; LTR, RepeatMasker; ChIP, intervals of TRIM28 and H3K9me3 peaks.

(legend continued on next page)
methylation (Rowe et al., 2010). As such, KRAB-ZFPs would have evolved to prevent aberrant expression and perhaps transposition of mobile genetic elements, thereby serving as guardians of the genome (Jacobs et al., 2014). Our results indicate that this model may be too simple and suggest that KRAB-ZFPs and ERVs have also co-evolved to form gene regulatory networks. Although TRIM28 represses the expression of ERVs and other TEs in hNPCs, it is not clear whether these elements provide functionality. In fact, ERVs that are expressed during human brain development are primarily small LTR fragments, which could represent transcriptional noise. The majority of FL-ERVs with established regulatory roles and protein-coding potential appear to be stably silenced in hNPCs by TRIM28-independent mechanisms. Our data are accordingly more in line with an important role for TRIM28 in mediating an indirect transcriptional repression of protein-coding genes located in the vicinity of ERVs.

Interestingly, ERVs bound by TRIM28 are mostly enriched for elements that integrated around 35–55 million years ago, thus not binding to the most recent ERVs as well as ancient elements. It has been speculated that a protein-based recognition system such as TRIM28/KRAB-ZFPs would co-evolve too slowly in order to silence novel ERVs entering a host. Rather, a small RNA-based system such as Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), which are adaptive in nature, could provide a more rapid response over evolutionary timescales, thereby silencing the most recently integrated ERVs (Castro-Díaz et al., 2014; Jacobs et al., 2014). On a somewhat slower evolutionary timescale, the TRIM28/KRAB-ZFP network would then co-evolve with ERVs and subsequently take over transcriptional silencing, thereby explaining the bias for older elements. With time, ERVs will be domesticated, lose their mobile activity, and eventually become fixed in the population. Interestingly, TRIM28 binding to many of these elements is still kept in hNPCs, suggesting that ERVs and humans co-evolve to establish gene regulatory networks, similar to what has previously been demonstrated in Drosophila (Batut et al., 2013).

Because ERVs integrate into random sites of the genome, there is a considerable polymorphism across different hosts, which provides a powerful evolutionary mechanism to establish species-specific gene regulatory networks. In line with this, many of the ERVs that are bound by TRIM28 in hNPCs are primate-specific elements. In addition to this, KRAB-ZFPs have also undergone a rapid expansion in primate genomes, causing a species-specific KRAB-ZFP battery (Thomas and Schneider, 2011). Interestingly, many KRAB-ZFPs are highly expressed in the brain, and the transcriptional activity of several KRAB-ZFP orthologous differs greatly in the human and chimpanzee brain (Nowick et al., 2009). Together, these data points to the existence of a human-specific KRAB-ZFP/ERV network and raise the exciting hypothesis that ERVs have played a key role in the evolution of the primate brain.

Aberrant ERV expression has been implicated in several neurological disorders, including ALS, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorders (Christensen, 2016). It has been speculated that RNA or peptides derived from such ERV expression could have detrimental effects. However, our data suggest that the expression of ERVs detected in these syndromes could be linked to aberrancies in the TRIM28/KRAB network. In line with this, genetic variants in KRAB-ZFPs have recently been linked to bipolar disorders and depression (Subaran et al., 2016). Considering the influence of TRIM28-bound ERVs on nearby gene expression in hNPCs, it will be valuable to further investigate KRAB-ZFPs, the variation in their binding to ERVs in the human population, and their role in cognitive disorders.

A fascinating aspect of the TRIM28/KRAB system is that the general mechanism of TE binding and repression is conserved between human and mouse despite major differences in the setup of ERVs and KRAB-ZFPs. We have previously found that TRIM28 controls ERVs in mouse NPCs, and there are also emerging data documenting a role for KRAB-ZFPs and TRIM28 in other somatic tissues, including the regulation of nearby genes (Ecco et al., 2016; Fasching et al., 2015). It is worth noting that we previously found that deletion of TRIM28 in the mouse hippocampus results in behavioral impairments similar to what is found in individuals with psychiatric disorders (Jakobsson et al., 2008). Parallel studies to investigate how the TRIM28 network has evolved differently to control brain-specific networks in closely related species such as human and other primates as well as in more distant related species such as the mouse will be very interesting.

In summary, we report the existence of a TRIM28-controlled gene regulatory network based on ERVs that is active in hNPCs. Our findings open up for several exciting future studies on the role of ERVs as potential drivers of human brain evolution, their contribution to individual variation, and the implication in human brain disorders.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

Detailed experimental procedures can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Human Tissue and Cell Culture**

Human tissue was obtained from legally aborted embryos from post-conception (P.C.) week 4.5–10.5, with approval of the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare.

Two human neural epithelial-like stem cell lines, Sa2 (embryo-derived) (Tailor et al., 2013) and AF22 (IPS-derived) (Falk et al., 2012), were used.

**ChIP-Seq Analysis**

ChIP-seq was performed through Active Motif Epigenetic Services according to their procedures. The 50-bp single-end reads were mapped to the human genome assembly (GRCh38) using the Bowtie2 short sequence aligner (Langmead et al., 2009).
RNA Analysis
Total RNA from both tissue and cells was isolated using the miRNeasy Micro Kit (QiAGEN) and used either for RNaseq or qPCR (for primers, see Table S4). The 50-bp single-reads were mapped to the human genome assembly (GRCh38) using STAR (2.4.0j) (Dobin et al., 2013). RNA-seq data from hESCs were downloaded from the NCBI GEO (GEO: GSE57866).

FL-ERV Identification and Analysis
We used the RetroTector software (Sperber et al., 2007) to identify FL-ERVs in the human genome (GRCh38).

Statistical Methods
For the ChiP-seq data, a one-sided binomial test was performed to test for enrichment in observed data relative to shuffled coordinates. For the RNA-seq data, clustering and differential expression analysis was done with DE-Seq2. Differences between groups in the qRT-PCR data were analyzed with unpaired t test (two groups) or one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test (more than two groups).

ACCESSION NUMBERS
The accession number for the RNA-seq and ChiP-seq data reported in this paper is NCBI GEO: GSE84259.
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